PRALINE CUTTERS AS / ASD PRO

The professionalÊs pralines cutter
Rigid base reinforced, fully welded
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PRALINE CUTTERS AS / ASD PRO

The pralines cutter have been specially studied for professionals whose want a reliable a simple
material to use. It allows cutting the recipe easier and quickly. Change a frame is very fast with the
new system to block it and the color different by frames.
With the base in aluminum and the frame in stainless steel, it permit to have a clean cutter and
precisely for the chocolate in square rectangular and lozenge.
AS 30 Pro with 3 frames of 22.5 - 30 - 37.5 mm
AS 40 Pro with 4 frames of 15 - 22.5 - 30 - 37.5 mm
AS 50 Pro with 5 frames of 15 - 22.5 - 30 - 37.5 – 45 mm
Cutting width: X 7.5 mm
Useful dimension of the base: 37 x 37 cm
Delivery with sheet to take in, tools to adjust the wire and spare parts.
Dimensions: 75 x 42 x 11 cm. (Frame open: 75 x 42 x 70 cm). Weight: 25 Kg with 5 frames
MODELS:

OPTIONS:
TABLE: made all in stainless steel with 4 rolls and a drawer for the scraps
Dimensions: 66 x 50 cm. Height: 85 cm. Weight: 15 Kg
OTHER VERSIONS: Dimensions 5 mm or 7 mm.
FRAMES : stainless steel. Dimensions : 37 x 37 cm. Heights : 8 - 10 - 12 mm.

DOUBLE PRALINE CUTTER ASD
The praline cutter ASD is ideal for the important productions for cutting the chocolates with a square or
rectangular forms. For cutting you push down the two frames step by step without need to return the
recipe. You win time and the product is very clean.
Cutting width: Min 7.5 mm x 15 mm. (Other dimensions on request)
The number of frames is defined following products which are cut
Useful dimension of the base: 37 x 37 cm
Dimensions: 75 x 75 x 15 cm. (Frame open: 75 x 42 x 77 cm). Weight: 38 Kg with 2 frames.
Delivery with sheet to take in, tools to adjust the wire and spare parts.
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